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AKKA Cricket League 2024 Rules Addendum 
 

1. This Tournament is organized only for Kannadigas  
a. Playing team for the leagues should be respective Kannnada Koota members. 
b. The player may be the blood relative of a Kannadigas. (Ex Spouse) 
c. Semi finals and Final teams should have minimum of 6 team members registered to 

WKC2024 (AKKA Convention 2024) 
 

2. Roaster will be locked before the 1 week of League matches. i.e. Final Roster details should be 
provided one week prior to the scheduled date. (For KCL 07/05 is the last date to send the team 
Roaster) 

 
3. Max 16 people in the roster 

a. Accurate Personal Details and mandatory photos need to be uploaded the site. (we will 
provide the details to the captain/manager of the team) 
 

4. Wide line is stationary irrespective of where the batsmen move.  
 

5. No LBW or Leg byes or no runs are allowed when the ball touches the leg or body (except hand), 
also the play is active during this phase. And the batsman could be "run out" or "stumped out" 
during "leg bye phase". 
 

6. Shoes/Pants are Mandatory. 
 

7. Mankading requires one warning for each player. Also, mankading can only happen before the 
bowler rotates his arms. 
 

8. By-runner is not allowed 
 

9. Self-retired-out is not allowed. 
 

10. A retired-out person because of injury could come back as the last batsman. 
 

11. To be part of playing 11 in a playoff game (semifinal or final), one should have played at least 1 
league game. 
 

12. A substitute player is allowed if the player is injured during the game, or to take a bathroom 
break only. A substitute player can't come in just because someone is tired and wants to take a 
break. Also, there is only 1 substitute player allowed per game. And lastly, substitute players 
can't bat, bowl, and wicket keeping. 
 

13. Umpiring to be done by other teams if available or by playing team, paid umpires for final game 
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14. All players should be of legal age limit of 18+ 

15. League Games  
a. 15 overs  
b. 3 overs max per bowler  
c. The first 5 overs are mandatory powerplay.  
d. Max 2 players outside the circle for the first 2 overs (Over 1 and Over 2) 
e. Max 3 players outside the circle for the second 3 overs (Over 3, Over 4 and Over 5) 

 
16. Playoff Games  

a. 15 or 20 overs  
b. 4 overs max per bowler  
c. The first 6 overs are mandatory powerplay.  
d. Max 2 players outside the circle for the first 3 overs (Over 1, Over 2 and Over 3) 
e. Max 3 players outside the circle for the second 3 overs (Over 4, Over 5 and Over 6) 

 
17. Regarding Impact Player Rule 

a. The Impact Player rule states that a team can bring in an Impact Player at any point in 
an inning to replace a player from player 11 during the match. According to the AKKA, all 
the extra players can be used as the Impact Player in the match. 

b. The captain will nominate the Impact Player and inform the on-field umpire before 
making the change. 

c. The Impact Player can bat and or bowl his full quota of 3/4 overs, irrespective of the 
player he is replacing. 

d. While batting, impact player can only replace a player who has not batted yet. 
e. Bringing in the Impact Player during the match is not compulsory. Teams can decide 

whether they want to use the Impact Player or not. 
 

18. The umpire decision will be final. 
 

19. Governing Body: The AKKA 2024 Sports Committee holds the authority to make executive 
decisions that align with the tournament's best interests.  


